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Welcome to the Birthday Edition of
The Drop Zone
On the weekend of the 31st August 2013, there will be celebrations to commemorate the opening in 1993 of the Carpetbagger
museum. The opening ceremony was conducted by the late
Colonel R.W. Fish.
During the weekend there will be various activities for visitors
and admission to the museum will be free. After the museum
closes on Saturday 31st August, there will be a hog roast feast
for all members of the museum society. Details have been sent
to members and associates.
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To celebrate the museum’s 20th birthday and the 70th anniversary of the formation of The Carpetbaggers, we have commissioned a new tea towel that is on sale in the museum gift shop.
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Photographs of former Commanding Officers and Squadron Commanders of the 801st/492nd
Bomb Group are now displayed in the museum canteen.
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Frederick Mayer is a True
American Hero
By United States Senator Jay Rockefeller
A young boy is born to a Jewish family in Germany. The year is 1921.
The Great War has ended, but the
seeds of discontent among nationalist
Germans are growing. When the Nazis
come to power and Europe is swallowed
by an even greater war, this boy—now a
young man—flees with his family to the
United States.
America enters the war in 1941, and
the young man enlists and is immediately recognized for his courage, patriotism and skill with the German language. He’s recruited as a clandestine
agent, and later parachutes into Nazioccupied Austria, landing at night on a
glacier high in the mountains. He has to
survive with just his wits,
some forged papers and a German officer’s uniform.
This is not the beginning of a summer
blockbuster. It is the true story of
Charles Town, West Virginia’s Frederick Mayer, now 92 years young. His
story needs to be told, and his heroism
needs recognition.
In recent months, I’ve been working
to see that Mr. Mayer gets each and
every commendation that he deserves.
He’s a humble and private man. Like
many of the Greatest Generation, he
doesn’t talk much about the war. Some
of that reluctance surely has to do with
the nature of his service; he was an operative of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the forerunner to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).
But his bravery behind enemy lines—
and the countless lives he saved in service to the country he loves—can not be

lost to history.
It’s a thrilling tale. After parachuting into
Austria in 1945, Fred spent months organizing
elements of the anti-Nazi resistance; collecting
vital intelligence about German troop movements; spying on war factories and infrastructure; and even tracking the whereabouts of Mussolini and Hitler. It was the intelligence he gathered that led to the Allied bombing of 26 Nazi
military trains and blocked the Brenner Pass, a
key passage used by the German military to
move supplies across the Alps and throughout
Nazi-occupied Europe to the warfront.
Fred was eventually captured by the Gestapo—the German secret police. Despite agonizing torture, he refused to give up anything. On
the contrary, his most amazing accomplishment
happened after he was in German hands: Incredibly, he convinced his captors that they
should surrender Innsbruck to him. That action
alone likely saved thousands of lives; an Allied
invasion of that key Austrian city could have led
to a violent and deadly battle.
I am honored to share Frederick Mayer’s
story—and to make sure he gets every recognition he deserves.
This week, I wrote a letter to President Obama
asking him to consider further recognizing
Fred’s service. It’s time to tell everyone about
the courage of this great West Virginian—and
true American hero.

Editors Note.
Frederick Mayer would appear to have been one
of the agents parachuted into Austria during
Operation Red Stocking.
So far, I have not been able to find a photograph
of Frederick.
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Advances In Navigation

Barry Cooper 1930—2013
It is with deepest regret that we announce the
sudden death of Barry at his home on the
28th March 2013.
His funeral took place on the 12th April at
Kingsthorpe Cemetery.
Barry was a founder member of the Harrington Aviation Museum Society and a former
committee member. He was a keen model
maker and helped put on a display of models
in the Operations Block when the airfield memorial was dedicated in 1987.
He was involved in several "digs" that Northampton Aviation Society carried out on aircraft crash sites.

During World War II RADAR navigation
systems were developed, first the GEE Navigation System and later, the long range navigation system, LORAN. These systems proved
very effective until the advent of Satellite
Navigation Systems, but aircraft still needed a
pilot and a navigator.
How far into the 21st century will we go before cockpit crew become redundant?
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [UAVs] commonly known as ‘drones’ have been around
since the 1960s. They were initially used in
military operations for reconnaissance, surveillance and targeting purposes. Their role was
greatly extended eleven years ago when the
United States Air Force successfully launched
a missile from a Predator drone for the first
time at a test range in the Nevada desert.
This was a significant point in the evolution
of military drones and only a few months later
the first operational armed strike by a remotecontrolled unmanned drone took place in Afghanistan. The CIA-operated Predator drone
attacked and killed al-Qaeda leader Mohammed Atef and seven other members of his
group.
Since that first attack, the use of armed
drones has risen to a point where drone strikes
are at times, almost a daily occurrence. And
Afghanistan is not the only country in which
drones have been deployed. During 2011,
there were also drone strikes in Pakistan,
Yemen, Somalia, Libya and Gaza.

Barry Cooper
Barry worked as a guide in the museum every
Sunday during the season and his contribution to customer services will be greatly
missed.
We offer our deepest sympathies to his
widow, Joan.

The vast majority of these strikes were carried out by the United States, but Britain also
uses drones and in 2011 the Royal Air Force
announced that it had carried out 200 drone
strikes in Afghanistan. The Royal Air Force
has five General Atomics MQ-9 Reaper drones
operated by 39 Squadron. These are based in
Afghanistan and controlled from Creech Air
Force Base in Nevada and RAF Waddingtonvia satellite.
Continued on page 6
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Strictly speaking, the flight was not unmanned -two pilots were in the cockpit as a precaution. But
as a BAE Systems spokesman said: "They were
sitting there having a coffee. They did not have to
do anything." The aircraft was controlled by a remote operator at Warton using advanced sensors
and on-board robotic systems.

The General Atomics MQ-9 Reaper, used by the US
Air Force, US Customs and Border Protection, The
Royal Air Force and Aeronautica Militaire (Italian
Air Force).

Great Britain has two separate ongoing
programmes to develop new armed drones.
The Ministry of Defence has a contract with
BAE Systems and others to design and
build an experimental combat drone, a oneoff project named Taranis. The second programme, jointly funded by the MOD and
BAE Systems is the development of the
Mantis drone. Mantis is described as being
a Medium Altitude, Long Endurance
(MALE) drone that is similar to the Reaper.
Unlike the Reaper, however, Mantis is not
a remotely controlled drone. Instead, it
flies automatically, following a preprogrammed flight plan. This means that at
the ‘flick of a switch,’ Mantis will take off,
seek its target, destroy, then return to base
and land with no further human intervention.
The spin-off from drone development is
the creation of pilotless air craft for civilian
use. Air liners and cargo carriers that can
take off, fly to a destination and land without the need for any cockpit crew.
Earlier this year, the first pilotless flight
over British airspace was successfully completed.
Aerospace company BAE Systems flew a
Jetstream 31 - dubbed the "flying test bed" from Warton near Preston in Lancashire to
Inverness in Scotland.

The flight was part of the £62 million ASTRAEA (Autonomous Systems Technology Related Airborne Evaluation & Assessment) programme, which is backed by the government. Previous test flights were over the Irish Sea but this
flight was the first over airspace used by other aircraft. The Jetsream is able to use its "sense and
avoid" system to avoid collisions.
The aircraft can also detect and avoid bad
weather conditions and can relay air traffic control
instructions to the pilot on the ground via satellite.
Although unmanned passenger flights are probably
many years off, the programme could in the shorter
term be used for such things as search and rescue
operations far out at sea.
ASTRAEA programme director Lambert Dopping-Hepenstal said: the work being done " will
likely impact all of us in the next five, 10, 20 years
as unmanned aircraft and associated technology
develop and become a part of everyday life".
He went on: "These latest trials help prove the
technology we need to routinely operate unmanned
aircraft in our airspace and also help the regulators
develop the framework in which the aircraft can
operate."
Business and energy minister Michael Fallon
said: "We welcome this pioneering flight at the end
of the ASTRAEA programme.” “ASTRAEA has
made significant achievements, placing the UK industry in a good position globally on unmanned
aircraft and the development of regulations for
their civil use."
[Anyone wishing to become a volunteer for the
first unmanned passenger flight should report to
BAE Systems, Warton, Lancashire. You will require birth certificate, name and address of next of
kin and a certificate of insanity.] Ed.
Travel the world in laid-back style.
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EDITORIAL
Saturday 23rd March 2013 was scheduled as
the first day of the Carpetbagger Museum’s new
season, but the weather put a stop to that. Early
that morning I discovered that the only safe way
to reach the museum was in a 4x4 vehicle due to
the unexpected over-night snow storm.
The museum finally opened a week later than
planned and we have had a steady stream of visitors since then. In addition to casual weekend
visitors, there have been three visits from Travel
Editions (War Weekend Groups) who now come
with an average group of 45 on Saturdays. Add to
this the six groups we have had so far on week
days, and attendances are well up to normal.
Tom Reeves, who crashed his car while travelling to Harrington last September made a good
recovery but is no longer able to drive. This
means that the Northamptonshire Aviation Society Museum is only open on Sundays at the present time as there is only one active volunteer.
It is sad that after all the hard work that Tom
and previous members of the society have put in
to creating the museum, there is no longer anyone
who is interested in keeping it going. The same
fate may well befall the Carpetbagger museum if
we continue to fail in our efforts to attract new
volunteers.
This issue of the Drop Zone has been in stopstart production since April due to the fact that I
am finding it difficult to be both editor and publisher. If anyone has any articles that are relevant
to our newsletter, please send them to me as I
spend much more time head-scratching and gazing into space for inspiration than I do typing.
It is now the end of July and we have been enjoying one of our rare heat waves, I just hope that
the sunshine doesn’t all run out before Saturday
31 August. However, just to be on the safe side,
there will be a marquee for the big day so come
along and join in the fun. The programme includes military vehicles; U.S. Military Personnel;
a 1940s dance troupe and a ukulele band.
See you there. FW.
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French ambassador awards medals to
two Jacksonville residents for World
War II service
By Sandy Strickland

In 1945, an unarmed plane with the unlikely
name of Mosquito flew deep into Nazi Germany
on a clandestine night mission.
The navigator was Marvin Edwards, a Jacksonville man whose job was getting the aircraft to the
rendezvous point. Built mostly of plywood, the
glossy black Mosquito had two big engines but
contained no guns so that it could reach an altitude
of 40,000 feet — above the range of German antiaircraft fire — and a speed of more than 400 mph.
It was Edwards’ last mission for the OSS, the
Office of Strategic Services and the forerunner of
the CIA. On this late April night, the goal was to
contact a spy who had earlier parachuted into the
Munich area. An OSS operator was in the plane’s
modified belly waiting to talk with the agent,
known as a “Joe.”
“He was to record the conversation with newly
developed radio communications equipment that
could not be picked up by the Germans,” Edwards
said.
The purpose was to discover if fanatical and
heavily armed SS troops planned to make a lastditch stand in the Bavarian Alps. The rumor was
that they were building underground fortifications
and factories connected by tunnels that would extend the war for months or longer. While contact
was established, Edwards had to keep the plane in
an orbit not exceeding a 60-mile diameter. The
plane circled for almost half an hour while the information was recorded. Back in England, it was
turned over to intelligence forces who learned that
the SS had no plans to continue the fight.
It was just one of a dozen missions that Edwards
undertook for the OSS. And for his contributions
to the liberation of France, the French ambassador,
Francois DeLattre, presented him with the Legion
of Honor Medal at the Florida Historic Capitol
Cont. on page 8
Museum in Tallahassee.
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Another Jacksonville resident, Axel Hansen Jr., who was taken prisoner after parachuting into Normandy on D-Day, also is a
recipient, as well as four others from Florida.
“Your decision to fight for freedom during
World War II was an admirable act, demonstrating your courage and selflessness,” said
Elaine Machado with the French Consulate
in Miami. “The solidarity you lent our country and people as a soldier will never be forgotten.”
Edwards, a retired investment counselor
who was 92 in June, talked about his World
War II experiences in the den of his San Jose
home. He has a library with about 3,000
books, all nonfiction. A print of the Mosquito, built by the de Havilland Aircraft
Company, is on his den wall. In Jacksonville,
Edwards is perhaps best known for his civic
activism and fight against the Skyway,
which he dubbed the “Riderless Express.”
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“We carried a beautiful French girl who was to
be dropped over German-occupied France,” Edwards said. “She joked with us before the plane
reached the rendezvous point. Then she parachuted into the night air. To this day, I wonder
what happened to that brave individual.”
During one mission, two generators stopped
working while they were still over France. The
bombardier had removed the safety pins on the
bombs and had to put them back, hoping he’d
done it correctly. When the plane approached
their base, the runway area was cleared in case
the 2½ tons of bombs exploded.
After the war in Europe, Edwards was one of
six men transferred to the European Air Transport
Service in Munich. He started a station newspaper, the “Carrier Courier” and, among other
things, covered the United Nations’ first meetings
in London.

The early years
Edwards grew up in Manhattan and enrolled in New York University. He enlisted
in the U.S. Army Air Force in 1942 and was
called to active duty in April 1943.

Edwards was discharged in 1946 and returned
to NYU to obtain his degree in business administration and finance. His father, Albert, was vice
president of National Container Corp. and moved
to Jacksonville in 1940 to manage the mill there.
After graduation, Edwards moved to Jacksonville
permanently in 1947.

He was attached to the 492nd Bomb
Group, the air arm of the OSS known as
“Carpetbaggers” and “Scarlet Pimpernels of
the Air.” The group flew only at night, and
the story of some of its operations would
make “a great spy movie with plenty of suspense and intrigue,” he said.

Normandy drop
The French ambassador also honored Hansen,
who, on June 6, 1944, parachuted into Normandy
as a member of the 101st Airborne Division. He
was 20 to 30 miles from his drop zone and so far
inland that he never heard the sounds of the massive naval bombardment.

Edwards also flew on the B-24 Liberator,
which dropped Allied spies and saboteurs as
well as arms, food, radio sets and other
equipment to resistance forces in Europe, often with the Gestapo nearby.

“It sounded like a peaceful day where we
were,” said Hansen, who was 90 in May. “We
didn’t think the invasion came off.”

He vividly remembers one of his B-24
flights.

Four days later, he was captured and spent time
at seven prison camps. To show their power, the
Cont. on page 9
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Germans would march the prisoners through
Paris as they moved them from camp to camp.
The French people would run out and hand them
bread and food, even though they had little
themselves.
In the spring of 1945, the Russians liberated
him from Stalag 3C in Kustrin, Germany, 60
miles east of Berlin. He later served in the Korean War, where he was severely wounded.
Hansen lives on the Westside with his wife of 64
years, Mary.
The couple have four children, three grandchildren and five great-grandchildren. He retired
as vice president of Naegele Outdoor Advertising in 1984.

Edwards has returned to France several
times with Helene, his wife of 58 years. The
couple has three children and seven grandchildren. In 1993, he went with members of
the 801st/492nd Bomb Group to England and
France, where they were feted by the French
government and its people
A student of history and consummate collector of World War II memorabilia, Edwards
has donated many of his documents to various museums.
“Because the OSS operations were top secret, few Americans, even now, are aware of
what they accomplished under highly adverse
conditions,” Edwards said.

Marvin Edwards, 91, with a print of the de Havilland Mosquito, a
plane that he was a navigator for during World War II. He is photographed in his home office in Jacksonville
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Aviation Quiz 1
by Sergio Ortega

1.
What is the name of a Boeing 747-200 with a -300 series upper lounge?
A. Boeing 747-200 SD
B. Boeing 747-200 SCD
C. Boeing 747-200 SUD
D. A 747 with a larger hump
2.
In 1973, the first A300B1 to be painted in airline colors (F-WUAC) sported a dual color scheme: one airline
on the port side, and the other on the starboard side. What were those two airlines?
A. Air France and Iberia
B. Air France and British Airways
C. Air France and Lufthansa
D. Air France and Air Inter
3.
Which airline asked, and obtained permission from Rolls Royce to call its Canadair CL-44s “Rolls Royce
400s”?
A. Air Canada
B. Flugfélag Íslands
C. Loftleiðir
D. Sabena
4.
Product placement is very frequent in the movies, and this includes the airlines. Which airline does the
McCallister family fly on both Home Alone and Home Alone 2?
A. Air Canada
B. American Airlines
C. Northwest
D. United
5.
Where does the number 880 in Convair 880 come from?
A. 880 planes were expected to be built
B. It was Howard Hughes’ lucky number
C. Speed of 880 miles per hour
D. Speed of 880 feet per second
6.
Which airline once had the slogan “When you got it, flaunt it”?
A. American Airlines
B. Braniff International
C. Continental Airlines
D. Pan Am
7.
True or false: The Wright Amendment, governing air travel to and from Dallas Love Field, was named after the Wright brothers.
A. True
B. False
8.
Which airline, operator of DC-8s and 727s, was acquired into American Airlines in 1971?
A. Flying Tigers
B. Global International Airways
C. Seaboard World Airlines
D. Trans Caribbean Airways
9.
CAE Electronics is a Canadian company known around the world for its…
A. Hydraulic fluid
B. Landing gears
C. Reservation systems
D. Flight simulators
10.
What was the flight number of the Indian Airlines Airbus A300 that was hijacked on a Kathmandu-Delhi
flight on December 24, 1999?
A. IC800
B. IC810
C. IC814
D. IC820
(Answers on back page)
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Aviation Quiz 2
by Sergio Ortega

1.
Shortly after the introduction of the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 in commercial service, four airlines formed a strategic alliance for maintenance: KSSU. What do those four letters stand for?
A. KLM, Sabena, SAS, UTA
B. KLM, Swissair, SAS, UTA
C. KLM, Swissair, SAS, United
D. KLM, Swissair, Sabena, United
2.
Other than Air France and British Airways, what is the only airline that had its full color scheme painted on a Concorde?
A. Air Canada
B. Braniff International
C. Gulf Air
D. Singapore Airlines
3.
Which Asian airline was formerly known as Tradewinds?
A. Malaysia
B. SilkAir
C. Singapore Airlines
D. Thai Airways
4.
Which now defunct airline used IATA code “QQ”?
A. Air Florida
B. PSA
C. Quest Airlines
D. Reno Air
5.
The expression “Easy Victor” is a codename for…
A. Altitude hold
B. Emergency landing
C. Evacuation
D. Pressurization problem
6.
True or false: between 1953 and 1970, United Airlines had certain “Executive”, men-only flights between Chicago and New
York.
A. True
B. False
7.
What was the first airline to introduce online booking on the World Wide Web?
A. Air France
B. British Midland
C. KLM/Northwest
D. United Airlines
8.
Which one of these airports is NOT located in or near London?
A. Prestwick
B. Stansted
C. Luton
D. Gatwick
9.
Which reality TV series, produced by the BBC and broadcast worldwide, followed employees at London’s Heathrow Airport?
A. Airport
B. The Aviation Show
C. Heathrow
D. Flying High
10.
Which former airline called its aircraft the “Yellowbirds”?
A. Allegheny
B. Hughes Airwest
C. North Central
D. Northeast

(Answers on back page)
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Pictures from the Shuttleworth Collection, Old Warden.
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Answers Quiz 1
1.C, 2.A, 3.C, 4.D, 5.B, 6.B, 7.B, 8.D, 9.D, 10.C.
Answers Quiz 2
1.B, 2.D, 3.B, 4.D, 5.C, 6.A, 7.B, 8.A, 9.A, 10.D.

